1978 jeep parts

Axle Parts. Brake Parts. Clutch Parts. Cooling Parts. Emission Parts. Exhaust Parts. Fuel Parts.
Jeep Gauges. Ignition Parts. Locks and Cylinders. Manual Locking Hubs. Steering Parts.
Suspension Parts. Transfer Case Parts. Transmission Parts. Tune-Up Kits. Wiper Parts. The
pickups were designated as J and J models the series was dropped in until , then as J10 and
J20 models from to From to Jeep pickups offered the AMC cu in 5. For , Jeep J pickups included
Dana's manual four-wheel-drive system, a more powerful cu in 4. The Honcho was a trim
package on the J10 pickup, offered from It consisted of bold striping and decals, and was
offered with factory extras such as the Levi's interior or a roll bar. The content of the Honcho
package varied from year to year, but "always included the wide-track look of the Cherokee
Chief. The Honcho package was only available on the sportside stepside and short bed trucks.
Between and , only 1, of the sportside versions were produced. Give us a call today at: and our
knowledgeable sales staff will assist you. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. Jeep CJ5
Alternator. Jeep CJ5 Axle Assembly. Jeep CJ5 Ball Joint. Jeep CJ5 Blower Motor. Jeep CJ5
Brake Booster. Jeep CJ5 Brake Caliper. Jeep CJ5 Brake Disc. Jeep CJ5 Carburetor. Jeep CJ5
Catalytic Converter. Jeep CJ5 Dash Cover. Jeep CJ5 Distributor. Jeep CJ5 Driveshaft. Jeep CJ5
Exhaust System. Jeep CJ5 Fender. Jeep CJ5 Fender Flares. Jeep CJ5 Fuel Filter. Jeep CJ5 Fuel
Pump. Jeep CJ5 Fuel Tank. Jeep CJ5 Headlight. Jeep CJ5 Headlight Door. Jeep CJ5 Helper
Spring. Jeep CJ5 Muffler. Jeep CJ5 Serpentine Belt. Jeep CJ5 Spark Plug. Jeep CJ5 Starter.
Jeep CJ5 Steering Gearbox. Jeep CJ5 Steering Knuckle. Jeep CJ5 Tail Light. Jeep CJ5 Water
Pump. Jeep CJ5 Windshield Frame. Jeep CJ5 Wiper Blade. Jeep CJ5 Wiper Motor. Refine by:.
See All. Shop Jeep CJ5 Parts. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info
Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: J Part Number: H Page 1 of
Showing 1 - 15 of results. Jeep CJ5 Customer Reviews. Replacement Direct Fit Horn - Tone. May
11, The horns fit nicely, although they were not metal. But, they do the job. Dale Dale.
Purchased on Apr 26, May 07, Good Quality. They are good floor mats but the only problem is
its kinda slippery. But that isn't too much of a problem. I would definitely recommend it. Janntul
Ferdausi. Purchased on Apr 22, Apr 29, Keep On Jeeping! All thumbs up! East to install and
works great! Good quality. Paul J. Purchased on Apr 09, Helpful Automotive Resources.
Instead, it has to do with a flaw in the design, which could cause friction and fracture on the
plate. This may lead to overheating and may possibly result in. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop
with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For more information go to From to , it was assigned with
the J, J, J, and J designation before being called the J10 in Sharing the same body mold with
the Jeep Cherokee and Wagoner, the J10 was designed with a 7-foot bed on a inch wheelbase.
A larger 8-foot box on a inch wheelbase was also offered on the Jeep J The Honcho designation
became the J10's most common nicknames. The J10 Honcho incorporated the wide-track look
of the Jeep Cherokee Chief, giving it a meaner stance. Levi's Strauss and Company provided
the Honcho's exterior while a roll bar set was also installed in the vehicle. Considered as the
most obscure Jeep J10 model, the trim package was the trendiest amongst the J10 models. It
was named after the CB Citizen's Band trucker craze back in the 's. An optional CB radio and
trucker style body graphics were prominent on this particular model. A lot of parts from
different vehicles were donated to the Jeep J10 later in its production. This includes a Chevrolet
transmission mount, a General Motors steering column, Motorcraft ignition, and a Ford air
conditioning unit. It's also known as the "five quarter ton truck". Mopar, Chrysler Group's
automobile parts service arm, designed a concept vehicle in In , a smaller version of the J10
was developed. Called the Jeep Scrambler pickup, it was briefly shown at the North American
Dealer's Association before it was prematurely pulled out. Carrying the legacy of its older
brother, the Jeep Gladiator, the J10 J-Series pickup truck was offered in three trim packages:
the Golden Eagle, , and Honcho. The Jeep Honcho became the most popular among the J10
model series line, which featured a Levi's Jeans interior and a roll bar. The Jeep J10 was
powered by a cubic inch V8 engine that could give out horsepower. A lot of Jeep enthusiasts
loved the J10 for its mean stance and all-around rugged functionality. Just like most vehicles,
Jeep J10 owners should be aware of their vehicles common problems, and prepare themselves
if they encounter these issues. One of the most common problems with the Jeep J10 is its
manual transmission. Offering a 3-speed auto and a 4-speed manual transmission, the J10's
manual transmission often failed to engage when placed in the first gear. According to reports,
the original production lubricant provided wasn't adequate enough to protect the transmission's
first gear. Owners had a hard time shifting gears which lead to gear failure for some. In ,
Chrysler recalled more than 13, J10 Jeeps to fix the problem with the manual transmission.
Owners were advised to bring their vehicles to the dealers, while dealers were instructed to

replace the original production lubricant at no charge to the J10 owner. The Jeep J10's fuel
system also had several problems-specifically the year model. The above-mentioned
aftermarket fuel pumps were shipped between August and July In , more than 34, units were
affected by Federal-Mogul's advisory. A notification campaign was launched by Federal-Mogul
advising owners to contact their company for a fuel pump replacement-free of charge-to avoid
creating a potential fire hazard due to the defective fuel pump. Another common concern
encountered by J10 owners was the faulty vehicle speed control. The cruise control module
didn't respond accordingly, and was inconsistent at times. The faulty module needed to be
replaced because the driver may lose control of the vehicle, leading to an accident. In , a total of
3, Jeep J10's were affected by the vehicle speed control problem. Owners were advised by
Chrysler to bring their units to the dealer to have the module replaced. After decades of service,
your Jeep J10 seems to get better in time, like wine. Sure, it has acquired a bit of rust here and
there, and has needed some parts replaced, but when it comes to performance, it's just like no
time has passed. No snow or mud has stopped this truck. And when it comes to towing, well,
let's just say it can haul pretty much anything you attach to it. And that's exactly why you can't
part with it easily. I mean, why have your truck retired when it is still clearly capable of getting
things done? So, if you're not ready to say goodbye to your truck yet, here are ways on how you
can add more years to it. Through the years, your truck has probably weathered several storms,
floods, and snow, all of which have given your truck bed a hard time. Your truck bed may have
already begun rusting up, or still on the brink of corroding. Either way, it's never too late to
protect it by covering it. Giving it a cover helps avoid getting it further damaged because of the
harmful environmental conditions it is being exposed to. Remember, your truck bed is the
reason you needed a truck in the first place, right? To haul things and carry heavy items across
a distance. Yes, your car Jeep J10 was built to plow through snow and tow things. It can do a lot
of those things, but don't forget, your truck is no superhero. It can transport a lot of load but
make sure that it doesn't exceed the amount of what it can actually carry. It has been with you
for some time now and you pretty much have an idea of the amount of cargo it can transport at
a time. So, stick to it and don't consider trying to move more than what your truck can. You may
think that you can try for once to exceed beyond its capacity, but there's a possibility that it's
not going to be a one-time thing. So, don't go thinking up crazy ideas of overloading your truck
if you don't want it to have an early retirement. Every car needs to be washed from time to time.
And your truck is no exception. Don't think that just because it's doing heavy work that it
doesn't need to look good anymore. Because the truth is, a car wash isn't just meant to make
your ride look clean and new, it also helps keep it protected from all the harmful debris that it
has accumulated. If your truck's usual route is through rough terrain or rural areas, then it has
probably gotten itself stuck with mud, leaves, twigs, and even animal poop. Those things are
not only filthy, but are also harmful to your truck's bodywork as they contain organic chemicals
that react to paint, which causes the paint to chip off, making your truck vulnerable to
corrosion. So make sure to wash your truck, and wash it thoroughly to remove all unwanted
debris. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle.
Select Your Vehicle Part. Jeep J10 Alternator. Jeep J10 Ball Joint. Jeep J10 Blower Motor. Jeep
J10 Brake Booster. Jeep J10 Brake Caliper. Jeep J10 Brake Disc. Jeep J10 Brake Drum. Jeep
J10 Brake Master Cylinder. Jeep J10 Brake Pad Set. Jeep J10 Cab Corner. Jeep J10 Carburetor.
Jeep J10 Catalytic Converter. Jeep J10 Distributor. Jeep J10 Driveshaft. Jeep J10 Engine
Control Module. Jeep J10 Fuel Filter. Jeep J10 Fuel Pump. Jeep J10 Headlight. Jeep J10 Ignition
Coil. Jeep J10 Muffler. Jeep J10 Oxygen Sensor. Jeep J10 Parking Light. Jeep J10 Power
Steering Pump. Jeep J10 Rocker Panel. Jeep J10 Running Boards. Jeep J10 Serpentine Belt.
Jeep J10 Spark Plug. Jeep J10 Spark Plug Wire. Jeep J10 Starter. Jeep J10 Steering Gearbox.
Jeep J10 Steering Knuckle. Jeep J10 Suspension Lift Kit. Jeep J10 Sway Bar Link. Jeep
ford f350 super duty 2008
2002 ford ranger taillights
ford e40d transmission
J10 Timing Chain Kit. Jeep J10 Water Pump. Jeep J10 Window Motor. Jeep J10 Window
Regulator. Jeep J10 Wiper Blade. Jeep J10 Wiper Motor. Refine by:. See All. Shop Jeep J10
Parts. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RJ Wire Length Thread Size : M Page 1 of Showing 1 15 of results. Jeep J10 Customer Reviews. Feb 15, Good product. Works great. Andrew Deeks.
Purchased on Feb 07, Replacement Direct Fit Horn - Tone. Nov 26, Horns will work. OEM style
horn looks like it will work. Duane Wong. Purchased on Nov 25, Jeep J10 Guides. Jeep J10
Common Problems. Helpful Automotive Resources. Instead, it has to do with a flaw in the

design, which could cause friction and fracture on the plate. This may lead to overheating and
may possibly result in. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

